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Abstract— A primal-dual active-set method is used for solving
Model Predictive Control for large-scale systems with linear
dynamics, additive disturbance and box constraints. We present
a novel decentralized implementation of the primal-dual activeset method. The proposed algorithm is compared to dual
decomposition methods. Theoretical and experimental results
show the effectiveness of the proposed approach for large scale
systems with high communication delays. The application to
buildings control systems is thoroughly investigated.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Active-set methods are a class of constrained optimization
algorithms. Active-set algorithms work by iteratively finding
the subset of inequality constraints for which equality holds
at the optimum. This set is called the optimal active-set. In
traditional active-set methods, only one constraint is added
or removed from the active-set during each iteration. As
a result, traditional active-set methods can require a large
number of iterations to find the optimal active-set. In this
paper we examine a primal-dual active-set method for strictly
convex quadratic programs that was initially proposed by
Hintermüller [1] and expanded upon by Curtis [2]. In this
algorithm, multiple constraints are added to or removed from
the active-set during each iteration of the algorithm. As a
result, the algorithm often converges in very few iterations.
It has been shown that the algorithm has superlinear convergence [3].
In this paper, we apply this primal-dual active-set method
to Model Predictive Control (MPC) problems. In particular,
we consider a class of MPC problems that have additive disturbance, box constraints, and linear dynamics. The primaldual active-set algorithm is suitable for this class of MPC
problem.
This algorithm is particularly well suited for decentralized implementation in systems with high communication
costs. Deploying model predictive controllers on large-scale
distributed systems is challenging since it requires solving
large-scale optimization problems in real-time on embedded hardware. One popular solution to this problem is to
distribute the computations performed by the optimization
algorithm amongst distributed platforms. Methods include
matrix splitting [4], dual decomposition [5], and a distributed
inexact Newton method [6]. The disadvantage of these solutions is high communication costs. These algorithms require
the communication of a large number of variables during
each iteration. Additionally, it may require many iterations
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to converge, requiring substantial communication to find the
solution. It is well known in the parallel computing community that communication between processors is dramatically
slower than computation on a single chip [7].
One example of a system with prohibitively high communication costs is heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning
(HVAC) of modern commercial buildings. Commercial
buildings contain many thermal zones, each having dedicated computing resources. However communicating between these computing resources can be expensive. Using
standard building protocols such as BACnet and ARCnet,
we have found communication delays ranging 0.03 to 0.4
seconds per floating point number. A proposed solution for
distributed optimization of building control using MPC is
dual decomposition [8]. However, the effect of these communication delays have been previously ignored in studies
of dual decomposition.
In this paper we present a novel decentralized implementation of the primal-dual active-set method. This method is
naturally decomposable for decentralized optimization for
decentralized systems having dynamics coupled through the
control inputs. This class of problems includes buildings,
network flow [9], or multi agent problems [10]. We compare
the computational and communication complexities of the
primal-dual active-set algorithm with dual decomposition.
Our theoretical analysis shows that dual decomposition
has lower computational costs but higher communication
costs per iteration. In addition, since dual decomposition
has sub-linear convergence it requires more iterations, and
therefore more communication to converge. On the other
hand, the primal-dual active-set algorithm requires less communication per iteration and fewer iterations to converge.
Therefore, it is suited for distributed control with high
communication latency. We confirm our theoretical findings
with numerical tests which compare these algorithms. We
find that the smaller number of iterations and number of
variables communicated per iteration significantly reduces
the computation time. As a result, the primal-dual activeset method outperforms dual decomposition in the proposed
systems.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we introduce the
primal-dual active-set method proposed by Hintermüller [1].
We show how this algorithm can be applied to Model Predictive Control problems. Next we describe our decentralized
implementation of the primal-dual active-set method. The
application of thermal building control is discussed. Finally
we present theoretical and experimental results comparing
the two distributed algorithms.

II. P RIMAL -D UAL ACTIVE -S ET M ETHOD
In this section we describe the primal-dual active-set
algorithm presented in [1] and [2]. This algorithm can be
reformulated as a semi-smooth Newton method with local
quadratic convergence.
A. Active-Set Algorithm
Consider the following strictly convex quadratic program,
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where z ∈ R , H = H  0, C ∈ R
is full row-rank,
d ∈ Rq , z < z ∈ R̄p , and R̄ = R ∪ {±∞} is the extended
real-line. We note that we are omitting a linear term in the
cost (1a) which is used in [1] and [2].
Let ν ∈ Rq be the dual variables corresponding to
the equality constraints (1b) and let λ̄ ∈ Rp and λ ∈
Rp be the corresponding dual variables for the upper and
lower bound constraints (1c), respectively. The KarushKuhn-Tucker (KKT) necessary and sufficient conditions for
optimality for the quadratic program (1) are
Hz + C T ν + λ̄ − λ = 0

(2a)

Cz − d = 0

(2b)

min(z − z, λ̄) = 0

(2c)

min(z − z, λ) = 0.
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Let J = {1, . . . , p} be the index set for the elements of the
vector z ∈ Rp . For a primal variable z ∈ [z, z], we define
the following disjoint subsets of J
A = {j ∈ J : zj = z j }

A = j ∈ J : zj = z j .

(3a)
(3b)

The set A is the set of components of z that are active at
their upper bound z and the set A is the set of elements of z
that are active at their lower bound z. We define A = A∪A.
The set I = J \ A is the set of elements of z that are not
active. We will denote by zA the elements zj of z for j ∈ A.
Similarly, zI is the elements zj of z for j ∈ I.
The primal-dual active-set algorithm uses the active-sets
A and A to update the primal z and dual variables ν, λ, λ̄.
The primal and dual variables are then used to update the
active-sets.
The algorithm is initialized with an active-set partition A,
A, and I. The active elements, zA , are set equal to their
active bound and zI is left as a free variable. The active-set
partition must satisfy feasibility (2b), i.e. there must exist
some zI such that the set {zI |Cz = CA zA + CI zI = d} is
not empty.
The first step of the algorithm is to find primal variables
zI and equality dual variables ν that satisfy the stationarity
(2a) and feasibility (2b) conditions

  

−HI,A zA
HI,I CIT zI
=
(4)
ν
−CA zA + d
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0

where λ̄I = λI = 0. Solving (4) is called subspace
minimization.
Next, the algorithm updates the inequality dual variables
λ and λ̄ to satisfy the stationarity (2a) condition
(
−Hj z − (C T ν)j if j ∈ A
λ̄j =
(5a)
0
if j 6∈ A
(
Hj z + (C T ν)j if j ∈ A
λj =
(5b)
0
if j 6∈ A
where Hj is the j-th row of H.
The active-sets are then updated

+
A ← j|(zj > z j and j ∈ I) OR (λ̄j > 0 and j ∈ A)

A+ ← j|(zj < z j and j ∈ I) OR (λj > 0 and j ∈ A)
n
o
+
I + ← j|j ∈
/ A ∪ A+ ,

(6a)
(6b)
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where the plus superscript indicates the active-set at the next
iteration. The algorithm then iterates using (4)-(6).
If (6) does not change the active set, then the complementarity conditions (2c) and (2d) are satisfied, and the algorithm
can terminate because the algorithm has found primal z and
dual ν, λ, λ̄ variables that satisfy the KKT conditions (2). In
this case z is the optimal solution to the quadratic program
(1). Thus, optimality can be verified by checking if the
active-sets A and A have changed during the last iteration;
the algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Primal-Dual Active-Set Method
Find feasible initial active-set partition A0 , A0 , I0 .
+
while A+ 6= A or A 6= A do
Solve subspace minimization problem (4)
Update duals using (5)
Update active-sets A and A using (6)
end
In [2], extensions are made to this algorithm to deal
with potential cycling of the active-set updates. We do not
consider this case in our paper.
B. Application to Model Predictive Control
In this section we apply the primal-dual active-set algorithm to the following linear model predictive control
problem
min

xk ,uk
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N
−1
X
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(7a)

k=0

s.t. xk+1 = Axk + Buk + dk

(7b)

x ≤ xk ≤ x, k = 1, . . . , N − 1

(7c)

u ≤ uk ≤ u, k = 0, . . . , N − 1

(7d)

x0 = x(t)

(7e)

where xk ∈ Rn is the predicted state under the control
action uk ∈ Rm and predicted disturbance dk ∈ Rn over
the horizon N , and Q, R, P  0. We will use the shorthand
notation X = [xT1 , . . . , xTN ]T and U = [uT0 , . . . , uTN −1 ]T .

The model predictive control problem (7) can be posed as
a quadratic program in the standard form (1). The decision
variables z are the state xk and input uk trajectories,

T
(8)
z = xT1 . . . xTN uT0 . . . uTN −1 .

A. Decentralized Primal-Dual Active-Set Algorithm
We begin by defining our decentralized problem. We
consider problem (7), with block diagonal A composed of r
sub-blocks Ai :


The dynamics (II-B) in the model predictive control problem
(7) produce the equality constraints (2b) in the quadratic
program (1). The equality constraint matrix C and vector
d are given by
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The cost function (7a) in the model predictive control problem (7) produces the quadratic cost in the quadratic program
(1). The Hessian matrix H is given by
H = diag(2Q . . . 2Q 2P 2R . . . 2R).

(10)

Finally the lower and upper bounds z and z on the decision
variables z = [X T , U T ]T are given by

T
z = xT . . . x T uT . . . u T
(11a)

 T
T
T
T T
.
(11b)
z= x
... x
u
... u
Note that if a particular state or input does not have a lower
or upper bound, we can use ±∞ as the bound on the state.
At the beginning of each iteration, Algorithm 1 has activeset partition A, A, and I that satisfies {XI , UI : (II-B)} =
6 ∅
where XI and UI are the states [xk ]i and control inputs [uk ]i
that are not saturated, i ∈ I, respectively.
Algorithm 1 performs the subspace minimization (4) to
update the state and input trajectory z to satisfy the dynamics equality constraints and stationarity condition (2a). The
algorithm iterates until an optimal state and input trajectory
z is found that satisfies bound constraints (7c), (7d).
III. A D ECENTRALIZED I MPLEMENTATION ON S TAR
C OMMUNICATION N ETWORKS
In this section we present a decentralized implementation
of the primal-dual active-set algorithm for distributed systems with star communication networks.
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Fig. 1: Star Network Communication Graph
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The B matrix is general and provides the coupling in the
dynamics. Additionally, we consider the cost matrices P , Q,
and R of (7a) are block diagonal
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The box constraints in problem (7) are naturally decoupled.
We assume control action is computed in a decentralized
fashion and the processors communicate through a star
network (see Figure 1).
The splitting of the algorithm is as follows. The i-th leaf
node is responsible for the states corresponding to sub-block
Ai and the corresponding elements of λ and λ̄. The elements
of u may also be split up similarly (e.g. if m = n), but
depend on the physical system.
The decentralized primal-dual active-set method is summarized in Algorithm 2. The active-sets A, A, and I are
initialized at the leaf nodes; an example distributed initialization procedure is included at the beginning of Algorithm
2. Each leaf node sends its active-sets up to the central hub,
where the full A, A, and I sets are aggregated. The central
hub computes the subspace minimization problem (4). Then,
the computed zI and ν are sent down to the leaf nodes: each
leaf node receives its relevant elements of xk and uk that
were also elements of zI . The i-th leaf node then computes
its components of dual variables λ and λ̄. The active-sets
are then updated in parallel by the leaf nodes. This process
continues iteratively until the central hub can confirm that
the full active-sets A, A, and I have not changed over the
latest iteration.
Algorithm 2: Distributed Primal-Dual Active-Set
Set uk = 0 ∀k. Compute
xk+1 = Axk + Buk + dk ∀k = 0, . . . , N − 1.
A0 = {j = (k − 1)n + i | [xk ]i > x}
A0 = {j = (k − 1)n + i | [xk ]i < x}
I0 = {j = (k − 1)n + i | i ∈
/ J0 ∪ K0 }
+
while A+ 6= A or A 6= A do
Uplink: Send current active-set to central hub.
Central Hub: Solve subspace min problem (4)
Downlink: Send zI and ν to leaf nodes.
Leaf Node i: Update the leaf’s components of dual
variables λ, λ̄ using (5). Update A, A by (6).
end while

IV. A PPLICATION : T HERMAL B UILDING C ONTROL

B. Dual Decomposition
In this section we present a fixed step-size dual decomposition algorithm. In Section V-A we will compare
this algorithm with our decentralized primal-dual active-set
algorithm.
Dual decomposition uses a projected subgradient method
to compute a solution [5], [11]. For (7), the projected subgradient method simplifies to a gradient projection method,
where [·]+ is a projection onto the nonnegative real numbers.
The algorithm initializes with feasible dual variables λ, λ̄,
and ν. Then, it updates the primal variables xk and uk based
on the dual variables λ, λ̄, and ν. Next, the dual variables
λ, λ̄, and ν are updated based on the primal variables xk
and uk and a constant step-size α. The algorithm terminates
when the dual variable updates are sufficiently small, e.g.
kλs+1 − λs k < .
The steps of dual decomposition with a fixed step-size α
for the MPC problem (7) are described in Algorithm 3 where
the s-th primal updates are computed by

1 −1 s
s
− νks ∀k < N
Q
λk − λ̄sk + AT νk+1
2

1
xsN = P −1 λsk − λ̄sk − νks
2

1
usk = R−1 λsk − λ̄sk + B T νk+1
2
xsk =

(14a)
(14b)
(14c)

and the (s + 1)-th dual updates are computed by


λs+1
= λsk + α(−xk + x) +
k
 s

λs+1
k+N = λk+N + α(−uk + u) +


λ̄ks+1 = λ̄sk + α(xk − x) +
 s

λ̄s+1
k+N = λ̄k+N + α(uk − u) +
νks+1

=

νks

+ α(xk − Axk−1 − Buk−1 − dk−1 ).

(15a)
(15b)
(15c)
(15d)
(15e)

The splitting of the dual decomposition algorithm is the
same as the primal-dual active-set method, except the dual
variable ν is computed on the leaf nodes. On the uplink, the
dual variables λ, λ̄, and ν are sent from the leaf nodes to
the hub. The primal updates of (14a)–(14c) are done at the
central processor. On the downlink, the primal variables xk
and uk are sent down to the leaf nodes. The i-th component
of the dual updates (15a)–(15e) are done at the i-th leaf node.

Algorithm 3: Dual Decomposition Algorithm
Initialize dual variables, λsk , λ̄sk , νks for iteration s = 0.
while kνks+1 − νks k   ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , N }, OR
kλs+1
− λsk k   ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , 2N }, OR
k
s+1
kλ̄k − λ̄k is k   ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , 2N } do
Uplink: Send dual variables to the central hub.
Central Hub: Compute primal variables as in (14).
Downlink: Send primal variables to the leaf nodes.
Leaf Node i: Update leaf’s components of the dual
variables λ, λ̄, ν by (15).
end while

Building HVAC control systems regulate fans, dampers,
and opening of heating/cooling coils to control air temperature in the occupied spaces in the building. The central
Air Handling Unit (AHU) provides cooling to the whole
building, and the Variable Air Volume (VAV) boxes provide
heating to each zone (see Figure 2). The control objective of
building controllers is to regulate temperature in each thermal
zone while minimizing energy consumption. Model predictive control for buildings has been shown to outperform the
industry standard production logic in buildings. For more
details on model predictive control in buildings, see [12],
[13], [14], [15], and the references therein.
Heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning of buildings is
an example of a decentralized control problem. In modern
buildings, each thermal zone has its own sensors, actuators,
and computational resources. In addition there are centralized
sensors, actuators, and computational resources that couple
the closed-loop dynamics of the thermal zones. Decentralized
control schemes are attractive since they can take advantage
of the distributed computational resources in each of the
thermal zones and at the central hub. The processors at the
central hub and in the thermal zones are connected by a
star communication network as shown in Figure 1. A leaf
node corresponds to a thermal zone and the central hub
corresponds to the AHU.
We assume building dynamics with decoupled states and
coupled inputs [16], [17]:
xi (k + 1) = Ai xi (k) + Bi [um (k), ui (k)]T + di (k)

(16)

where xi (k) is the temperature of zone i at time k, um (k) ≤
0 is the central cooling power input, ui (k) ≥ 0 (i 6= m) is the
local heating power input, and di (k) is the thermal load on
the zone. The centrally produced cooling um (k) couples the
dynamics of the thermal zones. The building has n thermal
zones and m = n + 1 control inputs. In practice, dynamic
coupling in (16) is either negligible or is modeled by adding
it into the disturbance di (k).
The constraints on the system are comfort bounds on the
temperature [x, x] and control input saturation limits [u, u].
The MPC cost function is a weighted sum of the squared
inputs which approximates the power consumption. Thus,
the building control problem can be formulated as a standard
MPC problem of the form (7). Splitting of the problem is as
described in Section III-A, with the extra um stored at the
central node since it physically corresponds to the central
cooling
The standard building communication protocol is BACnet (Building Automation and Control networks) [18]. We
consider the BACnet local area network (LAN) option of
Attached Resource Computer Network (ARCnet). ARCnet’s
communication in a building is a star network, with one
node acting as a central hub for communication, and the
rest acting as leaf nodes [19] (c.f. Figure 1). Studies done to
estimate delay time ∆tdelay for the uplink messages on an
ARCNET network find delay times of about 0.0317 seconds

per double precision floating point to 0.39155 seconds per
double precision floating point [19].
In [8], the authors propose a model predictive control
algorithm solved in a decentralized manner using dual decomposition. The results provided in the following section
illustrate that this algorithm is not feasible under real-time
communication constraints.

Fig. 2: Diagram of a Forced Air HVAC System
V. A NALYSIS AND R ESULTS
In this section we analyze the computational complexity
of the primal-dual active-set method and compare with dual
decomposition.
A. Theoretical Analysis
For a decentralized algorithm on a star communication
network the execution time is given by
T = niters (∆thub + ∆tleaf + (mup + mdown )∆tdelay )

(17)

where niters is the total number of iterations needed for the
algorithm to converge, ∆thub is the amount of time required
to perform the hub computations, ∆tleaf is the amount of
time required to perform the leaf computations, ∆tdelay is
the amount of time required to communicate between the hub
and leaves, and mup and mdown are the number of floating
precision variables passed between the central hub and leaf
nodes.
A decentralized implementation on distributed platforms
must balance the tradeoff between distribution of computation and minimizing communication. The best distributed
algorithm minimizes the execution time T . In this section we
present a theoretical analysis showing the tradeoffs between
dual decomposition and the primal-dual active-set method.
First, we compare the number variables communicated
mup and mdown for each algorithm. The primal-dual activeset algorithm sends z and ν from the hub to the leaves and
active-sets A, A, and I from the leaves to the hub during
each iterations. Therefore mup = N (n + m) and mdown =
N (2n+m) for the primal-dual active-set algorithm. The dual
decomposition algorithm sends primal variables x, u from
the hub to the leaves and dual variables λ, λ̄, ν from the
leaves to the hub during each iteration. Therefore mup =
2(n + m)N + nN and mdown = N (n + m).
Next, we compare the number of iterations niters needed
for convergence for each algorithm. For a gradient projection
method implementation of dual decomposition, the rate of
convergence is linear [20]:
kz s+1 − z ∗ k ≤ αkz s − z ∗ k.

(18)

On the other hand, the primal-dual active-set is equivalent
to a semi-smooth Newton method; for (7), this method has
quadratic local convergence. Moreover, if the KKT matrix (4)
meets certain special conditions, the algorithm converges in a
finite number of steps [1]. Therefore, theoretically the primaldual active-set algorithm requires many fewer iterations than
the dual decomposition algorithm.
Finally, we compare the order of magnitude of the computation time required for each algorithm at the hub and at
the leaves. The primal-dual algorithm requires at worst case,
O((N (n + m))3 ) time to solve the subspace minimization
in the hub processor and O(N (n + m)) time to update the
dual variables at each leaf node. The dual decomposition
algorithm requires O((N n(n + m))) time to update the
primal variables in the central hub and O(N (n + m)) to
update the dual variables in each leaf node.
The results of our analysis are summarized in Table I
where “DD” for stands for dual decomposition and “PDAS”
for primal-dual active-set. The primal-dual active-set performs worse than dual decomposition on the computation
at the central hub, but does marginally better for the size
of the messages mup + mdown sent at each iteration. Thus,
the splitting of the computation scales more favorably for the
dual decomposition. In general, dual decomposition performs
better when the communication delay time ∆tdelay is negligible and the computational power of the hub is limited. This
is the opposite of the situation found in the HVAC control
problem. The primal-dual active-set method performs best
because (mup + mdown )∆tdelay  ∆thub + ∆tleaf .
Algorithm
Hub
Leaf Node
mup
mdown

DD
O(N n(n + m))
O(N (n + m))
N (3n + m)
N (n + m)

PDAS
O((N (n + m))3 )
O(N (n + m))
N (n + m)
N (2n + m)

TABLE I: Theoretical Trade-offs
B. Numerical Analysis
In this section we present experimental results to compare
the execution time T for the primal-dual active-set and dual
decomposition algorithms.
For our comparison we look at two test MPC problems
of the form (7). In the first test, the B matrix corresponds
to building HVAC dynamics in (16). In the second test
problem we constructed a random B matrix generated my
sprandsym.m with density of 0.6. We use the best-case
communication delay time of ∆tdelay = 0.03 seconds per
double floating point to estimate communication delay. The
problem parameters are summarized in Table II.
A
di (k)
[x, x]
[u, u]
P, Q
R
N

rand(n,1)
[−2, 2]
[−5, 5]
[−3, 3]
0.1In
10In
5

TABLE II: Experimental Problem Parameters

Our numerical experiments were conducted in Matlab
on a MacBook Pro with a 2.2 GHz Intel Core i7. Each
result is averaged from a set of 10 trials. The precision
required for dual decomposition convergence is  = 1×10−8 ,
which is the default tolerance for the interior point algorithm
in quadprog.m. The results are presented in Tables III,
and IV where Tcomp = niters (∆thub + ∆tleaf ), Tdelay =
niters (mup + mdown )∆tdelay ), and all time measurements
are presented with the unit of seconds.
n
5
10
50
100

niters
429.1
1257
5818.8
8766.6

Tcomp
0.2220
0.7591
5.9688
11.1055

n
5
10
50
100

niters
1
1.2
2.6
2.43

Tcomp
8e-04
.0020
0.1370
0.7296

DD
Tdelay
1673.5
9616.1
219080
658810
PDAS
Tdelay
3.15
7.38
78.39
146.08

∆thub
9.4929e-05
1.0988e-04
1.5394e-04
1.6629e-04

∆tleaf
4.2354e-04
5.3053e-04
8.7108e-04
0.0011

∆thub
6.1502e-04
0.0014
0.0526
0.3004

∆tleaf
1.768e-04
1.5918e-04
3.5511e-04
4.0724e-04

TABLE III: Solver breakdown for HVAC problem
The data for ∆thub and ∆tleaf are presented in Table III
to support the theoretical analysis presented in the previous
subsection. Even though ∆thub is significantly smaller for
dual decompostion, the net computation time Tcomp is much
larger than that of the primal-dual active-set method simply
because niters is much larger.
n
5
10
50
100

niters
358.7
1518.2
339.6
295.7

DD
Tcomp
0.787
7.6366
10.590
22.123

Tdelay
807.075
6831.9
7641
13307

niters
1.1
1.6
2.2
2.2

PDAS
Tcomp
0.00123
0.00267
0.1072
.6161

Tdelay
2.475
7.20
49.50
99

TABLE IV: Solver breakdown for Random problem
In practice, the number of iterations niters is many orders
of magnitude less for the primal dual active-set than for dual
decomposition. From these results, it is quite clear that the
impact of communication on solver time is not negligible
– even in the best case scenario for communication delay
∆tdelay . The worst case delay for the dual decomposition
algorithm is on the order of days for the HVAC problem
and the order of hours for the random problem. This result
would be amplified for the worst case communication latency
of ∆tdelay = 0.4 seconds per point.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
In our work, we have developed a novel distributed model
predictive control algorithm that utilizes much less communication than most other proposed distributed algorithms. The
conclusion of this research is that communication has a large
impact on distributed algorithms. This idea is not new to
the parallel computing community, and the work done here
shows its need in practical distributed control.
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